Reduce the costs of Mastitis

ClusterClean Systems
Powerful Automatic Cluster Disinfection

Protect every cow – every milking
Welcome to ClusterClean

Each cluster can carry infections from one cow to the next, spreading contagious mastitis at an alarming rate.

ClusterClean thoroughly disinfects each cluster automatically in around 10 seconds, ready to apply a clean cluster to the next cow.

This cuts the risk of infection & helps lower your cell count.
ClusterClean – designed speed up parlour routine.

‘Saving labour & reducing the spread of mastitis quickly add up to healthier profits.'
**Swing-over & Rotary equipment**

**ClusterClean unit**
- Simple standalone unit.
- Seamlessly works with your ACR without wiring.
- Easy to use - No extra controls are required in the parlour.
- Highest performance – forceful clean.
- Low water consumption from 350ml per cluster. Easily adjustable.
- Very flexible system - Easily fitted to all parlours
- Also for parlours without ACRs.

**Unique safety system**

**Compressed Air Shut-off Valve**
- Allows the highest performance of flush with no leakage into the milk.
- Powered by compressed air - it is not vulnerable to vacuum fluctuations.

**New cluster bracket**
- Designed for comfort - easy to handle.
- Keep your existing clusters & liners.
- Lightweight & robust. Adds no extra height to the cluster.
- Cluster detaches smoothly & washes fully to reduce mastitis spread.
ClusterClean - Batch flushing system.

A high performance ‘batch’ flush system for doubled up herringbone parlours is even more affordable.

Flush all clusters on one side of the parlour at once with equal pressure.

Activated by parlour gates or when a button is pressed.

Systems for high and low level parlours.

ClusterClean supply equipment for all systems

- Change the amount of flushes for all units with the flick of a switch.
- *Air filters provide ultra clean air.*
- *Pressure tank ensures high performance for each cluster throughout the system.*

Dosatron

- *Mixes fresh disinfectant automatically for each cluster, by just using water power.*

Cold Weather Resistant

- Quickly purge water from inside the system to prevent freezing.
How much could you save?

Helps reduce the cost of mastitis
Reduce the spread of mastitis by controlling cross infections helps lower your cell count.

Save time & money
Saving labour costs and reducing the spread of mastitis quickly add up to healthier profits.

More productive
Cluster Purge automatically cleans every cluster in as little as 10 seconds. Milk more cows per hour than with manual spray or dip systems.

Vigorous full flush cycle
Vigorous flush of each liner, cluster inc. air bleed, long milk tube leaves nowhere to hide for cross contamination.

Unique dual safety system
Peace of mind.
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